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Railway Logistic Solutions

CIS-Freight GmbH, established in July 2008,
is a private, independent and flexible logistics
company.

Our ambitious and dependable team comes with
long standing experience and is specialized in
railway logistics, our main business.

The business activity varies from freighting
containers and railway wagons to abnormal or
heavy loads with or without oversize.

We are your choice for the complete
transaction with most ambitious and even
complexable transport and logistic solutions.
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Our services offered
  multimodal transportplaning and organisation 
  also for oversize or heavy loads and  
  dangerous cargo
  contracts with national and private railway companies  
  in germany and other countries
  acces to railway owned and private wagons in
  europe and cis-states
  partner all over the european countries and
  necessary interface points (terminals, borders,
  change of lane or freight law etc.)

  intermodal railway transport with shippers                 
  own container or to rent
  transshipment control and documentation
  transport escort and guarding
  documentation and cargo neutralization
  to issue correct L/C documents
  customs clearance
  transport insurance
  daily status report
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Kiel - Klaipeda

An important point in the east-west transport 
sector is the port of Kiel. Through our own office 
we can ensure to receive cargo to personally.
The delivery of cargo is possible by 
truck or wagon. 

If required we can use a warehouse to
temporary storage sensitive cargo.  

Six times a week the ferry traffic runs between 
Kiel and Klaipeda. That´s why we can ensure a 
prompt further transport by mafi.

In our own terminal at Klaipeda we load the 
cargo by our own employees to broad gauge 
wagons and send them to their destinations, like 
for example to Vladwostok, Astana, Tashkent, 
Mongolia, China
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T
our terminal in Klaipeda
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Our relations

We unite the continents Europe and Asia ... ... the region C.I.S., Central-Asia, 
Baltic states, Balkan and EU ...

… and the states of Albania, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Finland, France, 
Georgia, Greece, Great Britain, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, 
Moldawia, Mongolia, Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Slowakia, Slowenia, Spain, Tadzhikistan, Czechia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraina, Hungary, 
Uzbekistan und Belarus.
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Our offer

 
  We already support advise through the tendering
  analyse your transport requirement
  talk with you about all different possible modes 
  of transport and transit routes 
  and with it the associated possibilities, 
  risks and costs

  We answer to your transportspecific 
  questions, to give tips and  
  issue to you an individuell quotation
  without obligation   
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Our offer

We can do far more than just the transportating from A to B! 
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Our customers

Companies from different divisions like...

  wholesale and foreign trade
  machinery and equipment
  project management and
  chemical-, paper-, vehicles, tire,
  food and animal feed,
  steel and construction industry 

are our clients.

Well-known forwarders and  
logistic companies rely on to our expertise and 
consolidated knowledge.

What can we do  for you?
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transports
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contact details

CIS-Freight GmbH
Potsdamer Straße 33
DE-14974 Ludwigsfelde

phone +49 3378 / 518 938 -0
fax  +49 3378 / 518 938 -29
e-mail info@cis-freight.de
website www.cis-freight.de
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